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FIELD NOTES
Box Turtle Tales
Although WVLT's popular
"Turtle Day" was postponed
this past spring due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the
annual event will hopefully
return next year.
In the meantime, check out this
story of how it all started — the
day Anne Allbright Smith
literally stumbled upon one,
lone Eastern Box Turtle. Read
the interview.

Support WVLT

Species Spotlight: A hard nut to crack

For this month's WVLT Species Spotlight, Kaitlyn Skees, a student in the
SUNY New Paltz English Department, showcases the emerging invasive
Spotted Lanternfly along with the native Black Walnut tree.
Skees notes the dangers of the Spotted Lanternfly, which can damage
plants and trees. In contrast, the Black Walnut tree is prized for its
wood as well as the food it produces. Read the full article.
Missed the September 2020 Species Spotlight - Multiflora Rose
and Native Pawpaw by Cara Gentry, our Coordinator of Land
Stewardship?
Check out the full article here!

MANY WAYS TO SUPPORT WVLT

Wallkill Valley Pollinator Pathway is coming!
Stay tuned for the launch of the Wallkill Valley Pollinator Pathway.
We’ll kick off with the documentary Hometown Habitat, Stories of Bringing Nature
Home (watch the trailer here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=UXbDWTfcK2s). Hometown Habitat is a 90-minute environmental
documentary by an award-winning filmmaker and narrated by Doug Tallamy.
it focuses on educating people about how native plants are critical to the
survival of local ecosystems with a call to action for us to change our garden
choices.

The message is clear: Each individual has the power to conserve resources,
restore habitat for wildlife and bring beauty to their patch of earth.
We’ll keep you posted for streaming access to the film.
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The Wallkill Valley Rail Trail just keeps getting
better
We kicked off October with some substantial transformations on
the Rail Trail as part of the improvement project, specifically:
- south of the Rosendale Trestle;
- north of the Williams Lake
Project; and
- south of the Thruway underpass.
Each of these areas had steep
slopes on the Rail Trail and
challenges with road crossings.
While not complete, it is certainly
improving!
Check out the progress (some before and current images)!
And remember: PLEASE respect
the construction crew by
observing all trail closed signs and
taking alternative routes.
We really appreciate everyone's
patience as the improvements
progress.

We are extending deadline for our inaugural and virtual Wallkill Valley Rail Trail
"race!"
Register now by clicking the button below to get your WVLT neck gaiter and
then walk/run/ or bike the Rail Trail at your leisure from Oct. 17 through Nov. 8!

Hit the Trail to Help the Trail!

Town of New Paltz Community Preservation FundLocal Law No. 1
This law will establish a Community Preservation Fund. The fund
can only be used by law to protect open space—including agricultural
land, parks, and sites of historic significance. It will help protect drinking
water and preserve natural landscapes so all future generations can
enjoy their health and recreational benefits.
In recent years, the WVLT has partnered with Scenic Hudson and
others to conserve land in New Paltz, including 32 acres at Taliaferro
Farms—critical for sustaining one of the Hudson Valley’s oldest organic
community-supported agriculture operations (CSAs). The Community
Preservation Fund will help to protect more iconic places like this. Local
Law No. 1 is on the back of the Nov. 3 ballot for New Paltz voters.
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